
In the summer of 2008, a remarkable group 

After Nature

De Bruyckere and the Pakistani-American 
female artist Huma Bhabha. The title of the 

Nach der Natur, a 
book-length prose poem by W. G. Sebald, a 
meditation on the sources of the catastrophic 
imagination and on the inexorable inter-

-
tion and decay, in both human nature and 
nature as such (Sebald 2002). With omnipres-

Lessons of 
Darkness 
and grim film on the aftermath of the first 

-

flooding in China, the cyclone in Myanmar,  

the acclaimed critic from The New Yorker 

studios: a shift of emphasis, from surface 
to depth, and a shift of mood, from mania 
to melancholy, shrugging off the allures 
of the money-hypnotized market and the 
spectacle-bedizened biennials circuit”, and 
he concluded: “get ready for neo-Roman-
tic doting on miscellaneous catastrophes, 

RUIN, DESTRUCTION, 
CATASTROPHE
Ruin and destruction entered the heart of 
aesthetic discourse in the eighteenth cen-
tury. Ruins are, as Annie Le Brun once put 

mental forest of the mid-eighteenth century” 

Destruction is an essential, inherent com-
ponent of modern art – at least since the late 

a genius destined to transgression of aesthetic 
and social rules. Yet, catastrophe goes beyond 
the artistic merits and aesthetic categories of 
ruin and destruction. It is one thing to aes-
theticize the gradual decay of monumental 

the eighteenth-century British architect 

yet another thing to consider catastrophes 
as an artistic or aesthetic opportunity. The 

later and simply called September

Dirk De Meyer

La poésie veut quelque chose d’énorme, de barbare, de sauvage.
(Denis Diderot, Discours sur la poésie dramatique,

C!"#$%&'()e*+,-./012F!34567
N8"9$.:;<=a>+?@ABC1D  
AE"FGHIJKLs>M9NOPQR21STUVWXYZ
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repetition.

 

-

close to the aesthetization of catastrophe. For 
-

In a time span of three centuries, the Re nais-

into a cult of the ruin, into a fascination 
-

ible process of time. Into a fascination, also, 

that authenticates mythological origins, that 
-

tures, transmits moral lessons, or sustains 
and promotes national identities. By the 
mid-eighteenth century, aesthetic theory 

rapid, terrifying, man-made cata strophes – 
could by then exert an eerie fascination. Such 

Itinerarium 
curiosum connoisseur 
to the sublime experience of and the charm 
and beauty radiating from the remains of 
man-made catastrophes such as the dissolu-
tion of the British monasteries. 

-

summers ago, during a trip in North-Western 

that the beauty and emptiness of these stark 
landscapes that I found so thrilling resulted 

ecological one: the millennia-long steady and 

earliest inhabitants, accompanied by a cli-

the replacement of the Ur-forest in my much 
admired endless stretches of empty bog and 

-
-

and feudal change in the United Kingdom, 

had had a similar experience during his 

-

and indeed millennia, of the dense forests 

ongoing process of burning and destruction 

14  
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Martin Engelbrecht, Praesentation eines Erdbebens
Collection The Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles. (96.R.3)



CITIES, CATASTROPHES AND 
PHILOSOPHERS

 

Angeles, the topos of burning and destruction 

impact on modern European thinking oc-

formed the starting point of urban planning 
as a modern practice. The disaster happened 

to ruins. Churches collapsed onto congre-

disappeared. The disaster killed about one 

Recueil des plus 
belles ruines de Lisbonne, “dessiné sur les lieux”, 

remarkable artefacts that commemorates 
-

duced by the German Martin Engelbrecht in 
-

a means of three-dimensional representation, 
often of princely palace interiors, but in this 

series of brightly coloured cards to see a three-
dimensional rendering of the crumbling city.

-

they had no other option than to explain 

sinfulness of the people of Portugal and the 

Jesuits. Protestants from their side blamed 
the Portuguese for being Catholic, thus being 

among European Enlightenment thinkers. 

Lisbon catastrophe in his arguments. Some 

-

-

 Candide, ou l’Optimisme 

“tout est pour le mieux dans le meilleur des 

and natural disaster could not, according to 

creation of the eternally optimistic character 

his anti-Leibnizian stance in his Poème sur 
le désastre de Lisbonne -
plete title suggests, Poème sur le désastre de 
Lisbonne, ou examen de cet axiome, ‘tout est 
bien’

-

-
serted that accident played a major part in life 

and ignorant of their destiny:

D!"#$%&'()i*+,-./012 !34567"#8“9":5;<'$=l*%&5
H>?@AB''()nCD*+,EFG8tHD,AI-JK.hCL#MI7NKOsP
THQ,5/70(R,PSTAUV'W)r!0,XIYZG2eP1[A\]ZG^ >?TAU_ 2̀8tHDa$%Eb38
THD,AI4`5=nPcd$I]ZK6deDd57Vf(=dP+d5gh0ijnkSTAl''
THD,AI<mnot!pq$I8059ee?arB&018be+:AB_sntb*D;5
One-hundred thousand unfortunates devoured by the earth 
WH+<5=u0G^ivw<5,EmGtaCDxXIEyz8sCQ:MIE>K?e@{
B|p}A~_N�^ee{@�%�JitokL,5/�F�)uC{��~_��8tHD}�IEyABi�3<5
Ev0a�7V�18s>0a$���C8
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Iv{��U4018tk{@�%_Zn6fDL4�EVbi�r�D,5g-'�)e�pa$��yA8vkQ�AU''
AC{@�%_�1�gHSFr,_�K.hC{4GIYZG�rP?*-��yA8a�3q�H_
W�":5��Ni2aIJaK�/�W8i�{[AU�>�8o�{q�%7yn6 *cL�I
D�pq�\�yA8tHDa�6Y�i)fPcaGlV0ijnM{�-g&'N)dOPa
W�":5��Ni2aI%a�B_�G=ivwa�7��iQa�?a-�_�K�t��,RI

“ +x5;<'1=v!¡�A~''�)e�pa$%EF�8i�{@�%_¢1�c!{ F-l_F�=ie{
ceQ*AUSTi
WHc@567�5=,P1T�\_01toe{x�~_F�=s!{��;ub1=n@
CeU,�%&'nOdPV:-g&"i)nPSTA;7'5)tHD[�W_X1=a�S,XI]`5QiCYa
D�0aG�u>GO ZQ,£gh'z=e¤D[5~7��R kLa[;]0i
THcd5¥�yz)n@{\�l��#8oe{,rBu��8M>0[�~S'
Iv{@�%<0iQev{x�B]038aC{]�U^`�8y>1d�IYZG8a¦_,�§[1]

In a letter addressed to Voltaire, the so-called 
Lettre sur la providence

Lisbon poem. For Rousseau, people could 
learn from the terrible effects of the catas-

cities as part of his desire for a more natural-

S>¡,5`���oee{a-\70i2ubD@5~V'c�s¦+d�%''()ndDdAe''(jrP
efD*+,Vgihu!{:�Ihf�Br!{di�jfKo ¤+}�\_Jn2s!�kMl_>m8
v�¡��I8�¨6eP���U�yW8d!{,�n_oi2e¤Sap\E©G2,PD@5`�0i2iP"q�I
h>V}��hFW8d!{�A\Y0i.r>¡xAIj�¨6ePD#�UVy�8éCqa$;<¢Gtsr?a+,��i
ésc:AEVy�ª !Sa+,��i6ést[AEVy�8lkwu�H_>G8drwv�IVw�8éCqa
b!c#�g�¢iQo�¡x�%''Go ¤D#�«xF1= vU:¬IyzBs�D�rI®{|})

-

origins and effects of the Lisbon disaster. In 

Geschichte und Naturbeschreibung der merk-
würdigsten Vorfälle des Erdbebens welches an 
dem Ende des sten Jahres einen großen 
Theil der Erde erschüttert hat (History and 
Natural Description of the Most Remarkable 

Great Part of the Earth) Here, he formulated 
one of the first systematic modern attempts 

-

Robert Wood, Ruins of Baalbec
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Beobachtungen über das Gefühl des Schönen 
und Erhabenen

The thinking exposed in both Voltaire and 

catastrophes might be able not only to de-
stroy man-made artefacts such as cities, but 

-
flections came at a time (the second half of 

-

elephants, Mémoires sur les espèces d’éléphants 
tant vivantes que fossiles, that “all of these 

particular in his Recherches sur les ossements 
fossiles de quadrupèdes, ou l’on rétablit les ca-
ractères de plusieurs espèces d’animaux que les 
révolutions du globe paroissent avoir détruite 

[2] -

that maintained that many of the geological 
features of the earth and the history of life 

that had caused the extinction of many spe-
cies of animals.[3]

Compte de Volney contemplated the ruins of 
Palmyra, a once magnificent stronghold of 

Ruins of Palmyra
ruins, Volney, in Les ruines, ou Méditations sur 
les révolutions des empires

-

in his opening sentence of La crise de l’esprit: 
-

European scientists, philosophers and artists, 

-

extinction – a sensation that post-Cold War 

-

-
ed his Vue imaginaire de la grande Galerie 
du Louvre en ruine

Constantin-François Chasseboeuf de Volney, Les ruines, ou 
Méditation sur les révolutions des empires
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Jacobikirche in Greifswald als Ruine
During this period, not only do painters start 
to represent existing, intact buildings in their 
future state as ruins, architects join by repre-
senting their yet to be built projects as future 
ruins. For example, John Soane, the architect 
of the Bank of England, had his draftsman, 

for the Bank as a ruin. 

The idea of the anticipated ruin of build-

motif throughout the nineteenth century 

the frontispiece of his Eaux-Fortes sur Paris 

Doré, in Londres, un pèlerinage 
not only the catastrophic conditions of the 

some suggest is Alfred Franklin or, others 
suggest, a certain Léo Lespès) published a 

Les ruines de Paris 
en , documents officiels et inédits (see de 

documents of an expedition that, 3000 years 
-

ports to ministers and scientists in Nouméa, 
Caledonia. The author ridicules the archae-

-

-
zation has been lost. Seemingly prefiguring 
these difficulties and confusion, the architect 
Charles Garnier once commented that he put 

to enlighten future archaeologists about the 
function of the building. 

better reminder of this than the contempora-

photographer Désiré Charney sent to Europe, 

the Yucatán.

MAN-MADE CATASTROPHES AND 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODERN 
ICONOGRAPHY
The end of representing ruin and disaster in 

-
graphic representations of man-made catas-

-

of photography made it possible to document 

-
tographs refer to existing aesthetic models 

-

The first to present images of a major conflict 

-

-

& Co to take photographs of the Crimean 

and Turkey. Fenton could depict multiple 
-
-

the moments just prior to battle, and, most 
famously, the aftermath of battle. His pic-
ture of The Valley of the Shadow of Death 

road, through a deserted landscape, empty 
but for numerous cannonballs. While audi-

battle scenes, often done by studio painters 
creating panoramas or propaganda paint-
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to appreciate in his landscapes: the pictur-

The Valley of the 
Shadow of Death -

in Regarding the Pain of Others, that it is the 
second shot that includes cannonballs, and 
that Fenton had them arranged for better 

-
tures of landscapes and

-

appreciated for their likeness to art, in the 

of the cannonballs could arouse aesthetic 

enchanted Gilpin, or the clients of Repton 

While the British War Ministry had ordered 

Italian-British photographer Felice Beato, 
-

such restrictions during his photographic 
mission in the aftermath of the so-called 
Indian Rebellion, or First War of Indian 

the interior of the Sikandrah Bagh Palace in 

of 2,000 rebels by British troops. What the 

officer noted in his memoires, Beato had the 
skulls and bones disinterred or rearranged 

composition.[4]

military expedition against the Chinese in 

photographs in his albums reconstructed 

the approach to the forts, the damage of the 
bombardments to the fortifications and fi-

-
cluding the bodies of dead Chinese soldiers. 

-
nial administrators, merchants and tourists, 

Roger Fenton The Valley of the Shadow of Death
Collection Library of Congress Prints and Photographs 

Felice Beato, Interior of Angle of North Fort Immediately 

after Its Capture
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dead. The ladders and corpses in his photo-
graph of the ruins of the Upper North Taku 

Misères et mal-heurs de la guerre [5]

-

all staged, Beato had clear ideas about good 

memoir: 

IP¯��UVbi�nC+a�7V'2)rC{��~_fi^i�S[AU<��. �°q�%_`28c>pd�±V'
d�?�Mg<0z8iC?qM�~'2tis3@G²u'5Bt�"��;�yW8av0a�l�N(2 kLa
d!cx5�hbi^y�¡�5EV0��ns{@�%_0³= �¡aA�VJ³8d�pq�\�`�� 
IP1�M�Vbito|¡x5\/0ita�¯��\<'O C3q5/V��8s�0q¬I�ZG� 
w!pq5\/�(RlI{,�lV�G^ !Q@�I&0n^ ́ {}�IYZG8nkp@�«40Wo 
avw:AIYZKtt!Dd5/VJG8lIQd�I�yi)n!{��g�¢ijrkUd$IE'
g|¡µ5��©�)rP�q�\�'$jsP3q�%_��8geD��IV�(�t!�q�\''
cHc[�6Y01�s�¡�5\/0i.rkU¶5�<'�9e>U@���>·ª >¡x5=V©A�ns{
tHc@5;Y'5�gHSa�gY'�= �¡@Al-01=dP1}�7_N�oi*{¶Al¸0�BaCDx5
bI{T�U_¢�)tkw[�./�(8a¤¯���YNWª !3}�7_�n2 M+dAIE'
f!1a¹;hN�=sPcF�%7�ntd��a��Vy��eP����''��2�{�rgY0z8iv{
H>p[�U_���9@{��«���

The most large-scale enterprise of this type, 

-

-
age.[6]

photographed the aftermath of the battle of 
Antietam, near Sharpsburg, Maryland – the 

-

corpses became, for the first time in history, 
temporary monuments commemorating, 
to the entire American public, the sacrifices 

-
edented numbers.

military glory and probably the driest and 
undramatic representation of the madness 

-
sign, or more precisely, the graphic repre-
sentation of data. In the Carte figurative des 
pertes successives en hommes de l’armée française 
dans la campagne de Russie, Charles 

-

image.[7]

information: geography, the course and di-

paths represent the size of the force, one mil-

features and major battles are marked and 
named, and plummeting temperatures on 

bottom. The chart tells the dreadful story 
la Grande Armée 

-

as it is blood-curdling.

But let us turn back to the horrors of that 

Dead Confederate 

soldiers in the ‘devil’s den’
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Eugène Disderi, Barricades devant la Madeleine

Eugène Disderi, La colonne Vendôme renversée



-

attached to painterly representations of 

of America as a blessedly blank slate seemed 

A�D[�6Egi�o|{T��V'Ko ¦D@�%7
THcd5g�Ji)lM{�-BY��=nC
YkUa��j0iOoPp#�BVbi�a�S:AU
Av0a�g_¢1�mkpx��u'WoovD,¬
YkU[5U�N¨ª I+#�I�y�=rP"}G%
R!���B_N�orkUkM%&'��
U�D:AU<'5=mkp�
Av0a��<FG^ �S[��V[8]

Remarkably, the placid representations of 
American ruins, like the ones shot in South 

Barnard, closely resemble those of Ancient 

publication. It is also interesting to note 

to this early iconography of catastrophe. 

2002 demonstrate a comparable fascination 
-

flict emptiness – originally imposed upon 
Fenton, Brady and their colleagues by the 
technical constraints of early photography. 

empty city in the calm aftermath of total 
destruction.

-

photographers, especially in the United 

century and a half earlier, the San Francisco 
-

merous publications, but also for photog-

the means of aerial photography. Hence, in 
order to capture the unseen dimension of the 

-
ing of a panoramic camera and a system of 
kites, to shoot his large and incredibly detailed 
record of the San Francisco cataclysm.

With the exception of the Crimean War, the 
battlefields of all these large commercial 
photo graphic campaigns lay outside Europe. 
In the heart of the old continent, the associa-

detailed photographic documentation first 

siege by the army of Versailles and the repris-
-

ings in ruins and tens of thousands dead. 

– a still largely unexplored field – played a 

the pictures mirrored the technical possi-

-

immortalized by Parisian photographers 
-

[9]

the hands of the police, eager to identify 
Communards for arrest and prosecution. 
Contrary to the mid-eighteenth century, 
making a ruin had become a dangerous 
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attributed to Disderi, of corpses of Commu-

used as propaganda against the Commune. 
Photomontages and photographs of en-

France of the atrocities committed by the 
Communards. In these reconstructions, 

 
Execution of the Hostages at The Rocket Prison, 
the Commune is presented as an attempt at 
the ruthless destruction of the French nation. 

-

[10]

-
nificant facet of political debate in France 
during the early Third Republic. The ruins 
of the Palais des Tuileries remained for more 
than a decade as a memento, a monument 

tourists (readers of the Gentleman’s Magazine) 

the French bourgeoisie, the fact that it had 

stones, made it more difficult to appreciate 
these ruins in a merely sublime or pictur-

-

political meaning. 

RUIN VALUE VERSUS HERITAGE 
PROTECTION: MONUMENTS TO 
IMMINENT CATASTROPHE

-

described later in his memoirs: 

IC{,�g40z8wHc@5\/0itedQq�;h©i2t>¡x5gh'�)eP q+.V>KO 
F�D:$I4`º6dP"4-�_>KRePcF�%7'A=n!p��;�yW8o�{dA±u0(o,P
odD[�l���8w�ST5;j"#8iC?a�guN5OsPL�M,Vy#8tHDa��u>W8
ceU*£,�yA8h!pq5�hbioh!pqXÎ N�8tHDa-²Y>KOe�{,�;u>i�l!c[M�_
r!°4�B�¡n9l!�a¢B_£Kol!p¤�IVy�)uec�AIYZK2 Mp��;h©i¥a�{
r!w��~VbijsPV:�U¸ZGQo|?µ5�/f�8IP°4r,&'G?ev{�-B]0K?eP+F5
aP¯q�;�bi)fP0q�,�yG8fkpa�7V'�=w*_aGg�yz=dP¦q�6/'z=sCQdA~_
tk{:�UY'n8tH+#��hbi�e>p,5UV05=dP+#�lE©G)u�{@-I8f�� kLa
H�S:Al§�i�lk?q�\_�6lk1q�U¨'©BtP3q57�sW=l�{��6V¢�=dP��5
iMD��IE�i6osQ��,_f�^ �":rE�ynoivwµ5
H!{���V'td!p,5\/f�8iv{@�%_�ºoueDa�7V'KQpkp@�BY'
b|Q:$;h©W8o�{T�U_zG�cH{LAlV'�) ¦DaAlVm�=dPQd5�V0(�ns{
w�ST5\/0iªr�¡��.u0W8o�{@�;<'�6a!{4GI7NKOs«�a 
(»¯qAl_��¬0@{¼�_

Ruinen-
wert
aesthetic appeal of the ruined building in 

mind of the architect, and in his choice of the 
building materials and design.

Considered in this context, there is an ab-
solutely striking photograph of a rather 
badly lit Hitler contemplating the large plas-
ter model for the monumentalization of Linz, 

-
merous better staged photographs of Hitler 
carefully studying models of cities. What is 
striking is the date of the photograph; it is 
taken in the bunker under the Chancellery, 

Hitler spent hours on the model, studying 

-
tiful cities, Dresden. Clearly, by February 
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 Pietà Mazzoni
La protezione del patrimonio artistico nazionale dalle offese della guerra aerea. Firenze, Casa editrice Felice Le Monnier, 



had become extremely short.

remains of Ancient Rome. As Speer explains: 

M|?,-,�yK8ckU:$I¸`KOtPS45\/0i9u�"x�B½'¾ C3q5��snO  
E�¯}�%_fW8sI�k-,�¡KOgPSTAI/01)i¿{,+;7��8o�{À-EV®i
THU,57V'()u*0a¯lV'��sP¡��;�yi¥iC3a�7V'K^e>{4GIE'5)d!pd5
e�¯}�%¨'°BrPc[�7�FG�t|p�MI4`1RsP?T-²ubijl�+a�.VfÁ8tk{
tHDa�gh�(�ev°q5g-'n8f|S#�%_±Gtm>¡�56Vy�Br�D,5�7`58nk1µ5
(»¯qAl_��¬0@{¼�_

Mussolini could build in the modern mate-
rials so despised by Hitler, since he already 
had the ruins of the Roman Empire at hand. 
He had only to protect them from destruc-

and, later, Italian art and architecture. In 

La protezione 
del patrimonio artistico nazionale dalle offe-
se della guerra aerea (The protection of the 
national artistic heritage from the offenses 

-

-

La guerra contro 
l’arte
the publisher of the homonymous Italian 

-
Last Supper

bombing of the cloister of Santa Maria delle 
Grazie during the Anglo-American air raids 

-
itage protection published in La protezione 
del patrimonio artistico nazionale
structures as dark, mute monuments to an 
uncertain but imminent catastrophe. They 
are eschatological, apocalyptic structures, 

its history and rituals. As silent premoni-

of Karl Krauss, of the last days of humanity 
(Die letzten Tage der Menschheit

history as an ongoing process of destruction 
and suffering. 

-
ble suffering, leading to decay, destruction 

-
Nach der Natur, 

the latest and most perfected stage of a his-

of Luftkrieg und Literatur, refers directly to 

[11]

Hitler contemplating the 

large plaster model for the monumentalization of Linz, 

photograph taken in the bunker under the Chancellery,  
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poem of Nach der Natur

German painter. 

Iv{@�;<'2jsHQ4�I²J³Oe!c:$H
s�"q�\u"i¥i!"x�B½'��sP¯��BYX1BsH%
r!¡xAlVbioh!{,�lVf5ª C3q5/E�¨�ns%a�7V'ABrs"}�±
av0a�7V'W)r�D:�B½'¾ >{¶�\/`¨)g�°�MI<¢G�t>°:A
tk{L�;]Zi)ePcd$I/�W8aeS<5�<'�= �U,�I/f´= µ¡4�B'
tHD*�%u�G2 ¦D:-B½®i
(»Dk�,&'¶·0¸%aÂ

constructions, as one can see, for instance, 

of the Porta dei Cornachini of the Duomo in 
-
-

the third part of Nach der Natur – yet oddly 

and by intimations of “a silent catastrophe 

2002, 88).[12]

by, and that, unintendedly, at once recollect 
-

only after nature, but after history.

 

La protezione del patrimonio artistico nazionale dalle offese della guerra aerea. Firenze, Casa editrice Felice Le Monnier, 
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NOTES
[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] Charles Joseph Minard, Carte figurative des 
pertes successives en hommes de l’armée française 
dans la campagne de Russie, . Lith., 

[8] 

 Amerika, du hast es besser

 Als unser Continent, das alte,

 Und keine Basalte. 

 Zu lebendiger Zeit,

 Unnützes Erinnern

[9] 

photographers responsible for the establishment of a 

completely different genre, that of erotic photography. 

See for instance: Andre-Adolphe Eugene Disderi, 

Portrait of Mery Laurent and untitled photographs by 

Disderi also popularized the carte de visite; these small 

created and sold in the United States and Europe. 

[10] The ruins of the 
peristyle of the Royal Palace de Les Tuileries, Paris, 
extensively damaged and burned during the Commune 
insurrection of . 

[11] Luftkrieg 
und Literatur

for the German nation. 

[12] The passage of the poem I am referring to reads: 

 despite the dreadful course

 idea of destruction. 

 But the habit

 pain to subside and for hours

 doing nothing but looking out,

 early on induced me to imagine

 a silent catastrophe that occurs
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